
2018 Annual Workshop Evals 

 
What part of the Service Workshop helped you the most: 

Meeting the Trustee/Guest 

General Sessions Presentations 

General Sharing from the Floor 

GSR/DCM Breakout Session 

Saturday Night Speaker 

Sunday Morning Sharing 

Workshop Experience as a Whole 

Other 

 

In What way did it help? 

So interesting, sharing AA around the world 

Re confirms common beliefs 

Renews my desire/need for/love of service work 

Great Information on traditions and AAWS 

Learning what the Trustee At Large does for AA as a whole 

It challenged me to think differently about Anonymity.  That it isn’t just me that is affected when I break 

my Anonymity 

Gave great insight on sticking with the traditions to better serve AA the group and new comers 

Kathy, District 3 did a great presentation on Group Conscience, she knocked it out of the park 

Presentations were informative, interesting and fun, great speaker 

Trustees international experience and remembering and applying it in using the tradition’s as a guide 

and not a club 

Everything 

Always expands my knowledge of AA 

Meeting new people and seeing old friends, wonderful fellowship 



It helps to me to recharge my batteries 

I really enjoyed getting to know a lot of people from different districts 

Sincere Story inspiring 

Example of service, he sets the bar high, inspiring, love the fellowship, love the literature available 

They were good topics and good presentations 

Open my eyes to what we are about 

Had me in tears, reminded me of how we are human and alcoholics 

Listening and learning 

The workshop touches many aspects of our organization.  Service groups ne comers, traditions lit, 

concepts, steps, god and more 

New ideas 

New suggestions and ideas to ponder 

It gave me a fresh perspective on my service work 

Learned more about aspect of things 

Encouraging that we are still using traditions 

Showed we all are trying to do the same thing 

To understand how I can carry my message back to my group 

Enjoyed brief sharing with those around you and new friends 

New learning, new ideas 

Unity meeting personally speaking with other caring volunteers working in a common effort to increase 

awareness of what’s available outside groups 

Renewed my desire to be and stay sober 

Ability to interact during presentations 

That more communications need to be spread out visit the group that do not participate 

I am a new GSR and this was very informative and enlightening to my minimal experience as GSR, 

Trustee presentation was fantastic 

Very inspirational reminded me of what a gift this is 

I always learn something new 

 



Do you have any suggestions for improving our Area 35 Service Workshop? 

More small group Breakout sessions 

Great Job 

Perhaps a way to offer cheaper meals close by when choosing locations 

Perhaps the whole group could pitch in to order pizza etc. for lunch, serve an inexpensive breakfast in 

the meeting rooms etc. 

None, you guys did great 

Parking terrible awful had to Park in the bowling Alley, bad setup, was full 

Emphasize brining more people bring someone with 

Different Hotel 

Everyone worked well together to make the workshop happen 

Free coffee 

Bigger attendance 

More GSR’s 

Doughnuts, fruit and free coffee 

Encourage more folks to attend, Limit time at mic to 5 minutes 

Have host city have a newbie panel, 4 to 8-member share on their experience getting into AA 

Did not care for the hotel, possibly at a different one in Duluth if it is held in Duluth again 

Keep everyone in the timeline including the speakers 

Ask people that aren’t here 

Morning introductions could recognize GSR’s, DCM’s.  An open forum style Q & A broadens the vision of 

one district to another 

Better elevators where eating is available as a group where there’s a chance to socialize more with 

different people.  Wish I could have got with more volunteers 

Change to Feb, may be warmer 

More opportunity in interact with everyone 

I ask that Sunday topics be moved to the top of an agenda in the future 

The hotel was a bit frustrating, but I learned to put that aside and focus on why I’m here 

I would have liked an activity during DCM/GSR session 

Too much crosstalk 



 

 

 


